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Term 2, Week 2, 2019

Principal’s Report
Welcome back to all students, staff and parents to what is
a very busy Term (Aren’t they all?). School reporting
period will soon be upon us, as will NAPLAN and Parent/
Teacher interviews and in week 10 we have NAIDOC
Week celebrations.
Uniform is crucial in developing a sense of belonging and
enhancing safety. Uniform of some kind is a requirement in most workplaces
and it is also important in a school setting. Students are expected to wear
school uniform each day and there has been a tendency by some students to
wear clothing which does not comply with the school’s uniform policy.
Of particular concern are students wearing jumpers, hoodies and tights which
are not acceptable at school. It would be greatly appreciated if parents could
please ensure their children could wear school uniform. Uniform can be
purchased from the Uniform Shop on Monday’s and Thursday’s, ordered from
the Office using order the form on page 21 of this newsletter edition, or be
collected from the School’s Uniform Pool free of charge.
Consistent attendance and punctuality are important life skills so I
encourage all students to be at school and on time to every lesson every day
to ensure they can take full advantage of our highly skilled staff and other
opportunities LRCS provides. Every day and every minute counts in
squeezing out every educational advantage possible.
Relationships Part One: As teachers, some times we hear that there is a
cohort or group of students who are being “mean to each other.” When these
behaviours – this meanness – manifests in more than one place, it is not
uncommon to hear a cry that there is a “culture of meanness”, suggesting that
meanness, in some, is almost a part of their DNA. Not true.
Mean behaviour is a learned behaviour. If it can be learned – the brain trained
to respond in a certain way to certain stimuli – it can be unlearned. Here are
some tips for helping your kids understand some of the fundamentals that
underpin good friendships, as well as how to recognise when people are
genuinely being mean and as a result, when it is time to move on.
Know that conflict in a friendship is normal. All friendships have
conflict! Don't throw away a friendship because of a fight. If you're not sure if
you should forgive your friend, ask "Is our friendship bigger than this fight?"
Step back and look at the friendship. Be willing
to apologise or reach out if you want to keep
the friendship because overall you think it is a
good one.
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AECG Meeting
Wed 8th May
Barwon X Country
Fri 10th May
Walgett Show
Sat 11th & Sun 12th May
P & C Meeting
Tue 14th May
Walk Safely to School Day
Fri 17th May
Canberra Excursion Payment
Mon 20th May
K-6 Assembly
Mon 27th May
Lake Burrendong Excursion
Payment
Mon 27th May
Crazy Hair Day
Thurs 30th May
Mid Term Break
Fri 31st May - Mon 3rd Jun
Pupil Free Day
Mon 10th Jun
P & C Meeting
Tue 11th Jun
Canberra Excursion Payment
Tue 11th Jun

REALISE that boundaries are EVERYTHING. School friendships are a great time for young people
to learn the important lesson of boundaries; a lesson that will carry them through school friendships,
romantic relationships and even workplace dynamics. The sage advice I would offer here comes from
Maya Angelou, the American poet and civil rights activist, who said: “You teach people how to treat you."
Our kids, just like us, need to work out for themselves what are their friendship deal-breakers are. If
someone treats you badly, you should be able to challenge their behaviour.
A challenge may sound like: “I really like being with you but I'm not prepared to be spoken to like that.”
or “When you make fun of me like that - I feel humiliated/ embarrassed/ demeaned so I'm asking you to
stop.” Like us, kids should consider how to best achieve this. I wouldn’t recommend the very public and
theatrical “call out” of bad behaviour. They need to realise that they are not a star in a reality TV program.
They really should be looking to avoid creating “a scene.” If you want to have a private word with
someone about what you see as poor form on their part, take them aside or, if you find yourself with them
and without an audience, take the opportunity to then have that word.
NEVER SEND A TEXT MESSAGE OR COMMENT ON SOCIAL MEDIA! Conversations like this have
no place online. They must be undertaken in person. That said, our kids need to realise that if their “best
friend” routinely puts them down and/or makes fun of them, or excludes them, that what they have with
that person IS NOT FRIENDSHIP. They must never be so desperate to be a part of something that you
are pre-pared to be treated like dirt just to be included. That price is way too high.
“I’M UPSET! Someone’s gonna get PUNISHED! If someone upsets you, don't look for ways to
punish them and certainly don’t look to discuss it with everyone else. It’s dramatic. It’s theatrical. It’s also
emotionally draining and entirely stressful. Worst: it achieves nothing productive. Ask your kids to ask
themselves this: Do I need additional stress in my life? No one needs additional stress in their life. Life is
stressful enough, and it doesn’t get a whole lot better with age. If someone upsets them, they should
consider talking with that person causing them upset about that upset in a respectful yet assertive
manner. Let's be clear, if someone has hurt our feelings or has annoyed us, we really only have two
choices for moving forward. We can: Do nothing and GET OVER IT! It is not entirely impossible the
person did not intend to hurt your feelings, or be proactive and TALK TO THEM ABOUT IT!

Primary Deputy Principal’s Report
Welcome to Term 2
This Term, we welcome Ms Katherine Cross (no relation to Mrs Cross) as our
Interventionist. She will be working mainly with our K-2 students who need support with
their literacy and numeracy. Ms Cross will also work with our Stages 2 & 3 students on
Fridays to support their learning.
I’d like to thank all of our family and community members who came to support their
children and those who helped with our Athletics Carnival. The K-2 athletics was fun!
At one particular point, it was also entertaining when a certain person (who shall remain nameless ) went
head over turkey at the finish line. It really makes the world of difference, not only to our school, but to our
students when they see their families either at school events of helping out. So, again—thank you!
Ringworm, school sores and head lice have been rampant in our community recently. We will be including
NSW Health Infectious Diseases flyers in newsletters so families are more aware when their child should
or shouldn’t attend school. If treatment has already started for your child, please ring the office or send in a
note stating what and when treatment was started. This helps us reduce the spread of diseases.
Remember, there’s no shame if your child contracts a condition.
A thanks to Mr Bonsing and Kayle for taking our students to rugby league this week. I’ve heard they played
really well! Congratulations to our footballers. Mr Bonsing is also taking our Barwon Cross Country
students to Goodooga this Friday. Good luck to all of our students.
A reminder that supervision for Primary students begins at 8:30am.
Have a great fortnight!

Secondary Deputy Principal’s Report
Welcome back to Term 2
Last Term students completed the Tell Them From Me survey, information from this
survey is used to guide our planning of new programs and initiatives. Engagement in
learning, interest and motivation are just a few of the areas in which our students
recorded improvement this shows that our students are more involved in their learning.
Students indicated that they value their education and we are observing an increase in
positive behaviours at school.
The survey found that students require someone whether it be a family member, peers or from the school
community to provide encouragement and seek advice. As a result of this finding the school has started a
program called ‘check in check out’. This program involves a staff member ‘checking in’ on a student
each day, students can go to this staff member if they need support or advice.
The survey found that some students were disengaged with their learning due to poor literacy/numeracy
skills. The school has for some time implemented the Lexia program which is specifically aimed at
improving students literacy skills. Students need to bring their charged laptop to school each day to
enable them to access this program.
Lightning Ridge Central School is a very busy place with many opportunities for our students to participate
in a range of activities.
During this fortnight our students will be involved in:
Year 11 Half Yearly Examinations,
Year 11 & 12 students will travel to Dubbo for a careers information gathering event,
Year 11 Primary industries and 9/10 Agriculture will travel to Walgett to be involved in tractor driving
sessions.
On Thursday 2nd May we were lucky to receive a visiting Country Music performance by Graham Rodger
and talk to our students about writing songs. Graham Rodger is an acclaimed Country music song writer
and performer. The English faculty have organised our senior students an opportunity to participate in a
writing festival. During Week 3 students in Years 7 & 9 will be sitting NAPLAN tests.
During Week 5 students in Years 7 to 10 will be sitting Half Yearly Examinations. An exam timetable will
be issued shortly.
As the weather gets cooler it is important for all students to be wearing correct school uniform. This
includes either a plain (no logos/pictures) black or red jumper/jacket and black trousers/track pants– tights
are not a part of our uniform.
Some of our students are being contacted by their parents whilst at school on the students’ mobile phone.
Parents are reminded that we are a mobile free school if you need to contact your child please contact the
school on 68290511 and a message will be delivered to your child. Likewise some of our students are
ringing parents to come and collect them from school, if a student is feeling unwell they should go to
sickbay and parents will be contacted if necessary.

BroSpeak Program
BroSpeak is a 10-week program designed for Indigenous Boys running during the school term.
The program consists of guest presenters coming to the school and talking about various social issues
impacting our Indigenous boys lives, as well as teaching the boys about their culture.
Mr Andrew Taylor, Aboriginal Community Liaison Officer based out of Bourke visit LRCS
to train Aboriginal Community members in the delivery of Brospeak to our students. The
experience of our own school and that of others is that this is a very successful
programme.
The two hour training session will take place from 9.00am until 11.00am Monday 20th
May. If you are interested in participating in this training and hopefully assisting with the
delivery of this program please contact the Principal 0268 290 511.

Worth Your Weight in Opal
Elijah Peters ES1P
Elijah was nominated by Mrs Hicks for helping his friends and
teachers in the classroom. Well Done, Elijah

Worth Your Weight in Opal
Jonathan Lumber S1B
Jonathan was nominated by Mr Britts for consistently showing
respect to his teacher and peers. On occasions, Jonathan has
helped his classmates even when he hasn't been asked to. He is
also putting in a lot of effort towards his schoolwork.

Worth Your Weight in Opal
Tristan Morris S2O
Tristan was nominated by Ms Molyneux for becoming more
confident and independent when completing class work.
Congratulations Tristan

Worth Your Weight in Opal
Lennie Frail S3B
Lennie was nominated by Ms Stiller for always having a positive
attitude towards his learning and consistently producing work to a
high standard. Great Work Lennie

Worth Your Weight in Opal
Teoni Sharkey Yr 7
Teoni was nominated by Ms Green for consistently and
conscientiously completing class work ALL the time. She is an
absolute pleasure to have in the classroom.

Worth Your Weight in Opal
Keenan Middleton Yr 11
Keenan was nominated by Miss Moxham for amazing
contribution to discussion during the Life Ready course.
Great work Keenan.

Positive Behaviour for Learning
Lightning Ridge Central School share a Positive Behaviour for
Learning focus with our Students each fortnight. Students who
show exceptional PBL values are rewarded throughout the year
with excursions, special activities and treats.

This Fortnights PBL focus is
Hands and Feet to self
Students are reminded that they must keep their hands
and feet to themselves at all times.
This symbol represents emu
tracks because emu’s have no
arms, and in conflict they have
to either use their heads or
move away, or both.

This includes showing respect for others by asking if you
can use their pens and pencils.

Library Report
Welcome to Term 2 in the Library.

Mrs Mapperson is covering History lessons for Ms Fahey in the Library for the first
few weeks of theTerm. Welcome Mrs Mapperson!

In the Library we have begun the Term learning about:
Early Stage 1

’Me and My Family”

Stage 1

’Learning about the Past’

Stage 2

’Great Journeys’

Stage 3

‘Becoming a Nation’

The LRCS Reading Challenge has begun with all students invited to take part in the Challenge.
Kindergarten also received their first recording sheets with a note from Ms Fahey explaining and
encouraging parents/caregivers to read with their children. Once the Reading Challenge Sheet is full,
please return to the Library so your name can be recvorded for the Reading Challenge Party towards the
end of the Term.
Library Turtle draw winners for the first draw have been:
Week 3
ES1

Kiayari Bolton ES1P

Stage 1

Tallara Bolton S1Y

Stage 2

Sharlize Masters S2O

Stage 3

Reilly Tucker S3B

There is a large amount of overdue books throughout Primary at the moment, please encourage your child
to find and return any library books they have at home.
Many thanks, Kerrieanne and Mrs Mapperson.

Kindergarten Report
ASPIRE is an award-winning outreach program working in communities where the number of students who go
on to university is low. Their aim is to help students who are experiencing educational disadvantage discover
that they can achieve much more than they think they can. ASPIRE works by building Students confidence by
providing information and experience to the Student which puts a university education within reach.
Last Term, Kindergarten attended an Aspire workshop. We talked about different careers we can have when
we grow up. We drew pictures and got our photo taken wearing a special university graduation gown!

ASPIRE is for students who
discover that they have the
desire and the capability to
succeed at university, they
work with the school and
community to help get the
student to university.
“Since 2007, ASPIRE has
targeted schools that
traditionally have low
numbers of students who
pursue higher education.
Our aim is to reverse
that trend”.
“We encourage all students
from an early age to have
an aspiration for their future:
to dream big, set a goal and
work to achieve it”.

Year 7 & 9 H.S.I.E
Year 7 History
The Year 7 students have been learning how to conduct an historical investigation using an inquiry
process and skills in source analysis and interpretations. Last week the two classes came together to
become real-life historians and scientists to investigate three different sources in relation to a Cold Case
File on human remains found at Mungo Lake in 1969. Students analysed photographs of primary
sources from the Australian National Museum, a secondary source from a textbook and used science
techniques to identify various substances in ‘fake’ stomach contents (cleverly mixed by Ms Parsons to
create an unreliable source that could never have come from Lake Mungo because it contained
processed foods such as glucose and lipids).

Year 9 History
In Year 9 History, students have been learning about how the Industrial Revolution, developing first in
eighteenth-century Britain, gave rise to changes that have had an enormous impact on society. One of
these major changes was the development of the steam engine. Students have researched the invention
and development of the engine and analysed its contribution to eighteenth-century Britain, as well as
wider society. Students have also researched important personalities from the Industrial Revolution, such
as Thomas Newcomen and James Watt, to understand their impact on the making of the modern world.

Stage 5 Science
Year 9
In Science Term One students have been studying the Physical World. Students investigated the motion
of objects and applied the laws of physics to make predictions and describe these.
Students created models to represent how motion and force moves a steam engine, and presented their
models to the class. They used their model to explain Newton’s three laws of motion.

Year 10
Year 10 work samples from the unit of Chemical
World. This work shows students posters and
assessment task on the elements and the Periodic
Table.

2019 ANZAC Day
Anzac Day is one of Australia's most important national commemorative occasions and
Lightning Ridge Central School staff and students are proud to support and participate in
events to mark this solemn and significant day. It marks the anniversary of the first major
military action fought by Australian and New Zealand forces during the First World War.
Lightning Ridge Central School Staff and Students participated in the 6am dawn
service held at the Lions Park, and the 11am ANZAC March.
Thank you Teleah Anderson who represented the School wonderfully by volunteering to read a poem
about the ANZAC commemorations and former Student Kyhnan Samuelsson for his excellent
performance playing the bag pipes.
Pictured is Izabella and Dylan
Mallouk who were travelling
around Europe on ANZAC
Day and wore their school
uniform to represent LRCS.
“As they could not join the
school group with the
marching for ANZAC service,
Izabella and Dylan
remembered and stood still on
the other side of the world“
Charlotte Mallouk

Yuwaalaraay is the dialect of the Lightning
Ridge area. The name of the language and
Aboriginal people of the Balonne River Region.

GULBIYAAY = WELCOME
Welcome back to all our students in
Term 2.

K - 12 Cross Country
The school’s annual Cross Country Carnival was held on Thursday 4th April 2019. Students K - 12
(and some Staff including our Principal Mr Finter) participated on the day. Thank you to the Parents who
volunteered their time to help.

K - 6 Easter Hat Parade
On Tuesday 9th April 2019, K - 6 Students participated in the Schools Annual Easter Hat Parade.
We were very lucky to receive a surprise visit from the Easter Bilby who gifted some of the Students with
Easter Eggs!

In your Child’s class and the office.

NCCD PARENT CARER INFORMATION
In our last two Newsletters we let parents know about the NCCD, why the data is being collected and what information will be collected. Last fortnight we explained how the data will be used, who is included in the collection and
who collects the information. In this Newsletter we are explaining what the benefits the National Data Collect offers
to your children.
Under the Disability Discrimination Act 1992 and the Disability Standards for Education 2005, schools have an
obligation to ensure that students with disability are able to access and participate in school on the same basis as
their peers.
To ensure this, students with disability may receive adjustments or support, depending on their functional needs, to
access and participate in education.
Parents, guardians and carers have an important role in their child’s education. They work collaboratively with the
school to ensure that the school understands their child’s needs and that appropriate adjustments are made to
enable access to education.
The NCCD is an annual count of students who are being provided with adjustments to address disability. All
Australian schools and approved authorities for schools participate in the NCCD each year.
Parents, guardians and carers will be informed that the NCCD is taking place.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF THE NATIONAL DATA COLLECTION FOR MY CHILD?
The aim of the national data collection is to collect quality information about Australian school students receiving
adjustments due to disability. This information will help teachers, principals, education authorities and governments
to better support students with disability to take part in school on the same basis as other students. The national
data collection provides an opportunity for schools to review their learning and support systems and processes to
continually improve education outcomes for students with disability and all students.

Measles Fact Sheet
Updated: 17 April 2019

Measles is a serious disease that is easily spread through the air. Immunisation is effective in preventing the
disease. All children and adults born during or after 1966 should be vaccinated with 2 doses of measles
containing vaccine if not already immune.

What is measles?

Measles is a viral disease that may have serious complications. In the past, measles infection was very
common in childhood. Most people born before 1966 will have been infected with measles as a child and are
likely to be immune. Thanks to immunisation measles is now rare in Australia. Measles remains common in
many parts of the world, and large outbreaks continue to occur in a number of countries. This is why it is
important to make sure you are fully protected against measles prior to overseas travel.

What are the symptoms?

The first symptoms are fever, tiredness, cough, runny nose, sore red eyes and feeling unwell. A few days
later a rash appears. The rash starts on the face, spreads down to the body and lasts for 4-7 days. The rash
is not itchy. Young children (especially infants) may also experience diarrhoea. Up to a third of people with
measles have complications. These include ear infections, diarrhoea, and pneumonia, and may require
hospitalisation. About one in every 1000 people with measles develops encephalitis (swelling of the brain).

How is it spread?

Measles is usually spread when a person breathes in the measles virus that has been coughed or sneezed
into the air by an infectious person. Measles is one of the most easily spread of all human infections. Just
being in the same room as someone with measles can result in infection. People with measles are usually
infectious from just before the symptoms begin until four days after the rash appears. The time from exposure
to becoming sick is usually about 10 days. The rash usually appears around 14 days after exposure.

Who is at risk?

People are at risk of measles if: they have never had measles infection or they have not had two doses of
measles containing vaccine or they have a weakened immune system (e.g., people who are receiving
chemotherapy or radiotherapy for cancer or people who take high-dose steroid medications) even if they
have been fully immunised or have had past measles infection and they have had contact with someone with
measles infection

How is it prevented?

The best protection against measles is immunisation with two doses of measles containing vaccine, given at
least 4 weeks apart. In Australia two doses of measles containing vaccine are offered to children under the
national Immunisation Program (NIP). The first dose is scheduled at 12 months of age as measles-mumpsrubella (MMR) vaccine. The second dose is scheduled at 18 months of age as measles-mumps-rubellavaricella (MMRV) vaccine. These vaccines provide protection against mumps, German measles, and chicken
pox as well as measles. People planning travel with children between 6* and 18 months of age should
discuss their travel plans with their GP, as the schedule can be adjusted for children travelling to areas with a
high risk of measles. Anyone born during or after 1966 who has never had measles infection should see their
doctor to make sure that they have had two doses of measles containing vaccine at least four weeks apart.
If not the vaccine is free in NSW. It is safe to have the vaccine more than twice, so people who are unsure
should be vaccinated. People with measles should stay at home until they are no longer infectious
(i.e. until 4 days after the rash starts) to reduce the possibility of spreading it to other people.

How is it treated?

People with measles infection are normally advised to rest, drink plenty of fluids, and take paracetamol to
treat the fever. There is no specific treatment.

What is the public health response?

Doctors, hospitals and laboratories, schools and childcare centres must notify cases of measles to the local
public health unit. Public health unit staff will interview the doctor and patient (or carers) to find out how the
infection occurred, identify other people at risk of infection, implement control measures (such as
immunisation and restrictions on attending school or work) and provide other advice.
please call your local Public Health Unit on 1300 066 055

P & C Uniform Shop

WHOLE SCHOOL ITEMS

PRICE

SIZE

Caps—BB Black Red/ logo

$7.00

Hats—Bucket (Black)

$5.00

Hats—Red wide brim

QUANTITY

$7.00

Back Packs Large

$30.00

Black Jackets—no logo

$20.00

Library Bags

$5.00

Sports Shirts—House colours

$7.00

JUNIOR K - 4
Shirts—Red

$20.00

Sloppy Joe—Red, logo

$20.00

Track pants—Black, Micro fibre

$24.00

Track pants—Black, Fleecy

$20.00

Shorts—Black old stock. Rugby
Shorts—Black , Micro fibre, Cargo

$12.00
$15.00

Skorts—Black
MIDDLE YEAR 5 - 9

$15.00

Shirts—Black / Red / White (Stage 3, 4 & 5)

$25.00

Jacket— Black (Large sizes only)

$40.00

Track pants— Black Fleecy

$20.00

Track Pants—Black Micro Fibre

$24.00

Jumper—Polo Black Logo 5-8yrs

$25.00

Shorts—Black

$15.00

Shorts—Black , Micro fibre, Cargo

$15.00

Skorts—Black

$15.00

Jackets—Red/Black (new)

$35.00

Canterbury Jersey 9yrs
SENIOR YEAR 10 - 12

$65.00

Shirts—White

$20.00

Jacket—Black/Red

$40.00

Track pants— Black Fleecy

$20.00

Track Pants— Black Micro Fibre

$24.00

Shorts— Black Rugby

$12.00

Jackets—Red/Black (new)

$35.00

Canterbury Jersey

$65.00
TOTAL

TOTAL

2:15pm Monday 20th May 2019

2:15pm Monday 17th June 2019

CLEANERS REQUIRED
We are looking for reliable cleaning staff to work at a local
Government sites in the Lightning Ridge area, various positions
available.
Experience preferred but not essential.
Training and uniform provided.
Please send your résumé to:
Joss Facility Management
PO Box 7079, Albury NSW 2640 or email
lyn.patton@jossgroup.com.au
If you would like more information
please call Lyn on 0472 819 880
A working with Children Check is required for this position

Canteen News
As mentioned in the last newsletter, the Healthy Kids Strategy has made a few changes to items sold
in Canteens, please find listed below deleted items and replacement items!




J’J’s all flavours have been deleted, will be available until sold out! Have a variety of Koala p/corn
available, Grain waves and Snaps!
Beef and Cheese traveller pies, will be available until sold out!
Chocolate Dixie cups deleted, Vanilla low fat and nut free will replace chocolate!

Please note that there will be a few more changes to the menu during the year as changes need to be
implemented by 2020!
EASTER TREATS (YES, STILL ALLOW, EASTER AND XMAS)
Easter treats will be available on Friday 12th, April, last day of Term 1!




Toasted Hot Cross Buns available with or without fruit!
Choc top ice cream cups
Mini solid easter eggs

$1.20ea
$2.00ea
$0.10ea

Treats will be available to order at recess and lunch or to buy over counter! Treats will be advertised at
the Canteen and Class baskets!
JUST A REMINDER, ITEMS AVAILABLE AT THE CANTEEN
Crunch cups (carrot, celery, cuc, toms, cheese)
Crunch cups with multigrain biscuits
Salad bowls & boxes from
Cheese & bisc bowls

$2.50ea
$3.50ea
$5.00ea
$2.00ea

RECESS & LUNCH ORDERS
All Canteen (R & L) orders to be in by 9.00am! Orders can be written out at the Canteen from
8.30am until 9.00am or placed in class baskets to be sent around to the canteen.
Please note that all profits made by the canteen go to the P&C for the students.
CANTEEN RULES
MORNINGS: CANTEEN OPENED 8.30am until 8.40am for students to buy drinks only and place
orders! Stage 3 and High School only! CANTEEN OPENED until 9.00am for parents to order!
Kindy to Stage 2 (Red shirts) all orders can be placed in canteen baskets (menu and bags available in each stages baskets) and sent around to canteen for Recess and Lunch orders.
Please when ordering students Recess and Lunches please put R or L on separate bags with students name and class and items to be ordered any icecreams ordered for lunch will be put in
separate bag with students name on bag and sent with lunch orders, change will be taped to
bag.
Year 5 & 6 to year 12 students can buy over the counter at recess and lunch.
Icecreams are available to buy or ordered at lunch only.
Please note that the Canteen will close 5 min before bell time. Roller doors will be closed. Students
will not be served outside of Recess & Lunch times.
Thankyou,
Susan Chapman

CANTEEN ORDERS IN BY
9AM.
NO EXCEPTIONS!!

